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THE SEVEN 
HEAVENLY VIRTUES
 
/ CHASTITY /  
Courage and boldness. 

/ TEMPERANCE / 
Generosity. Willingness 
to give. A nobility of 
thought or actions.

/ DILIGENCE /  
Decisive work ethic. 
Monitoring one’s own 
activities to guard 
against laziness.

/ PATIENCE / 
Forbearance and 
endurance through 
moderation.  

/ CHARITY / 
Compassion, 
friendship, and 
sympathy without 
prejudice and for  
its own sake. 

/ KINDNESS /  
Friendship, charity 
and sympathy without 
prejudice and for its 
own sake. 

/ HUMILITY / 
Modest behavior, 
selflessness, and the 
giving of respect. 

How do we define community? 
Not by street names or a pin on a 
map. Community is defined by 
the people whose lives intersect 
there. The definition depends 
on how those people choose to 
act, interact and react within their 
community, with each other. How 
do you define your community? 
And how does your community 
define you?

Community shapes each of us... 
and each of us chooses how we 
will shape community.

/ COMMUNITY / 

A group of people  
living in the same place 
or having a particular 
characteristic in common 
 
A group of people living 
together and practising 
common ownership  
 

A particular area or place 
considered together with 
its inhabitants  
 
A body of nations  
or states unified by 
common interests  

 
The people of a district 
or country considered 
collectively, especially 
in the context of 
social values and 
responsibilities; 
society

The condition of  
sharing or having certain 
attitudes and interests  
in common

A similarity or identity

Joint ownership or liability

Source  /  Oxford University Press



CHASTITY
It’s billed as a North American first — a crime-fighting mobile app for smartphones to be unveiled Wednesday by Toronto police 
and the city’s Crime Stoppers program. The app includes interactive features that enable Toronto-area residents to alert police in 
real time about a crime or potential crime through photos, video, emails, text, and a button that autodials Crime Stoppers. Const. 
Martin Douglas, Toronto Crime Stoppers youth and social media officer, says the organization receives over 200 anonymous 
tips per week. He says many people who witness crimes often don’t report them for fear of being identified, but with this app, 

says Douglas, police and Crime Stoppers hope bystanders will “feel more empowered to be socially responsible and take 
action.” The app also includes a database of some of city’s wanted criminals, social media updates and a GPS locator to nearby 
police stations. “Whether it’s schoolyard bullying, drug abuse or shootings, we need Toronto’s residents to step up and help  
keep our neighbourhoods safe with information on criminal misconduct,” said Toronto Crime Stoppers chairman Gary Grant.   
“Ultimately we have a responsibility to look out for each other.” 

Source  /  © The Canadian Press, 2012
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Source  /  Vintage comic book self defence ad.



Source  /  placestogrow.ca  /  Photography  /  Dan Barnes  /  iStock

In response to concerns about urban sprawl in the Golden Horseshoe region—where population 
is projected to grow at one of the faster rates in North America—the Ontario government  
passed the Places to Grow Act in 2005. The main upshots of the Act were the establishment of  
a 1.8 million-acre ‘green belt’ across the region and a 25-year growth plan for the region  
(the ‘Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe’, released in 2006). The creation of the 
Growth Plan was a watershed event that, among other things, set new rules for official municipal 
land development plans.



Toronto City spending on homelessness hovers just 
below $160 million. According to the city census, that 
adds up to more than $31,000 per homeless person.

Source  /  cbc.ca 

Charity

WHERE WE 
GIVE AND 
TAKE

Special thank you: Paul

You can find him on Queen Street East 
between Victoria Street and Church  
Street on the south side. Please stop  
by, say hello and help him out.



Nearly one-quarter  
of working adults simply 
don’t like their jobs. 

They desire a career transition 
because they want to find jobs 
they actually enjoy. In some cases, 
that means inventing a job for 
themselves, which is why 12% of 
survey respondents have decided 
to start their own businesses. 
Source  /  Bellevue University consumer study

Photography  /  Andrea Gibson  /  Model  /  Michele Pobega



From China to Toronto, thousands of people worldwide have joined the Occupy Wall Street 
movement. The movement started in September of this year, 2011, when people across the 
globe unleashed their frustration over different issues including unemployment, healthcare 
costs, and corporate greed. The causes of all these problems, according to the Occupy 
Movement, are the banks and the super rich.

Three billion people around the world live on less than $2 per day, with nearly half of this 
segment subsisting on less than a single dollar per day. According to the World Bank 
Development Research Group, an annual household income of $47,500 places a family in the 
top 1 percent of earners globally while an income of $25,400 places them in the top 10 percent.

EXPRESS OURSELVES

Source / openforum.com



Photography  /  Matthew Liteplo  /  Matthew Plexman Studio  /  plexman.com



AND WE LEARN WHO WE ARE.

 1SELFLESS ACT

X 365 DAYS

X 7.062 BILLION*

   2.58 TRILLION
 POTENTIAL SELFLESS  
 ACTS EACH YEAR

  
*  Estimated global population. 

Source  /  United States Census Bureau



Cutting Edge, 
Sustainable, 
Affordable,
Exquisitely Beautiful

Specify Monadnock Paper 
Monadnock Paper Mills has been an industry 
leader in premium uncoated printing papers for 
nearly 200 years. We’re moving forward with the 
technologies of tomorrow to deliver sustainable 
solutions today, including the Envi Portfolio,  
a full line of fiber-based plastic replacements that 
are cost-efficient, eco-friendly, and beautiful.

 www.mpm.com

www.unisourcedesign.ca
905.771.4119

We would like to thank Flash Reproductions, 
Unisource and Monandnock Paper Mills for 
providing this opportunity for us all to play.

Wayward Arts would not exist without their 
initiative, excitement, support and patience.

Thank you to everyone who shared their ideas, 
photos, words, sketches, late nights, smiles,  
and sweat.

It truly took a community to make this happen.

MANY THANKS FROM THE TEAM  
AT OVE BRAND | DESIGN

WAYWARD ARTS STAFF

Rich Pauptit: Biological Father
David Gallant: Guidance Councilor
Derek Emerson: Truant Officer

Monadnock Paper Mills Environmental Commitment: Monadnock is an FSC®-certified 
paper mill C018866. The FSC label ensures responsible use of forest resources. www.fsc.org 
| Rainforest Alliance™ certified | Monadnock utilizes on-site, low-impact hydroelectric power 
and Green-e® certified renewable electricity. www.green-e.org | Carbon Neutral Manufacturing 
with Green-e certified GHG emission reductions. | Certified ISO 14001:2004 Environmental 
Management System | Certified ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System.

    



Wayward Arts is an inspirational monthly  
magazine showcasing the pure unfiltered spirit  
of Canadian graphic design. Each month a 
prominent Canadian design studio will design  
a new issue filled with innovative design,  
featuring specialty printing and finishing 
techniques.

Every issue will be an unpredictable  
expression of creativity! 

Ove Brand | Design 
What Makes Leaders Leaders? 
start@ovedesign.com

Flash Reproductions is widely considered to be 
Canada’s most innovative and versatile print 
production facility, collaborating with brilliant 
designers to produce award-winning results  
since 1969.

Unisource is the leading national distributor  
of commercial printing and imaging papers, 
deeply committed to the Canadian graphic 
design community and corporate communication 
marketing departments.

This magazine has been printed on Monadnock 
Dulcet® Smooth, 100 lb. text and 100 lb. cover.

flashreproductions.com

LIKE OTHER PRINTERS, 
WE PRINT.
WE DON’T PRINT 
LIKE OTHER PRINTERS.



AND WE 
LEARN WHO 
WE ARE.

The financial crisis of 2007–2008, 
also known as the global financial 
crisis and 2008 financial crisis, is 
considered by many economists to 
be the worst financial crisis since 
the Great Depression of the 1930s. 

The U.S. Senate’s Levin–Coburn 
Report asserted that the crisis was 
the result of “high risk, complex 
financial products; undisclosed 
conflicts of interest; the failure 
of regulators, the credit rating 
agencies, and the market itself to 
rein in the excesses of Wall Street.
Source  /  “Senate Financial Crisis Report, 2011”.  
Retrieved April 22, 2011.
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People should stop comparing Toronto to New York City.
Posted by DJ_Peanuts22 at 10:27 PM Oct 4th, 2012

Lol if there is a city to compare its Chicago.
Posted by caRpetbomBer at 11:02 PM Oct 4th, 2012 
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Source /  internetsafety101.org



Happy friends  
make you happy

People are happier when they are 
with other people than when they 
are alone. The happiness of an 
immediate social contact increased 
an individual’s chances of becoming 
happy by 15%. They also are 
finding that happy people are more 
pleasant, helpful, and sociable. 
Source  /  “Happiness Is Contagious”, WebMD, 
“Connections and Happiness”, pbs.org

Photography  /  John Hryniuk  /  johnhryniuk.com



Between now and 2030, urban areas will expand 
by more than 1.2 million sq. km. By then, a little 
less than 10% of the planet’s land cover could 
be urban. Creating a huge impact on biodiversity 
hotspots and on carbon emissions in urban areas.

Source  /  science.time.com

Where we give and take

© 2013 Google Map data



One quarter of Canada’s population lives within a 160 km radius of Toronto.  
At an annual average of 1.8% in the past five years, the rate of population 
growth in the GTA exceeds that of such major metropolitan areas as New York, 
Chicago, London, Paris, and Hong Kong.†

CHI
 (2011)*

PAR
 (2009)*

LND
 (2011)*

HK
 (2011)*

NYC
(2011)*

TO
 (2011)*

Source  /  Toronto Fact Sheet  /  toronto.com  /  Photography  /  Dominika Sebjan / iStock



LUST
The Telegram  /  Toronto  /  Friday, September 1, 1961

Where we  
satisfy  
our needs

$1to1.4 billion

Amount spent on porn annually.  
The same amount the U.S. government  
spends on foreign aid. 
Source  /  pastormark.tv/campaigns/real-marriage



THE SEVEN 
DEADLY SINS
 
/ LUST / An insatiable 
need for sex or things 
of a sexual nature. This 
includes thoughts, 
desires, and actions. 

/ GLUTTONY / Over 
endulgences of 
anything to the 
extreme.

/ GREED / Greed is 
the need for material 
posessions or material 
wealth.

/ SLOTH / Sadness, 
depression, or the 
inability to feel joy. 
Many times, Sloth can 
lead to another sin: 
Wrath. 

/ WRATH / Extreme 
anger, rage, hatred, or 
a need for vengance or 
revenge. 

/ ENVY / The need 
to have better or be 
better than others. 

/ PRIDE / The need to 
be more important 
than others. Pride is 
said to be the original 
and most deadly of the 
seven sins.

How do we define community? 
Not by street names or a pin on a 

map. Community is defined by 
the people whose lives intersect 

there. The definition depends 
on how those people choose to 

act, interact and react within their 
community, with each other. How 

do you define your community? 
And how does your community 

define you?

Community shapes each of us...
and each of us chooses how we

will shape community.

/ COMMUNITY / 

A group of people  
living in the same place 
or having a particular 
characteristic in common 
 
A group of people living 
together and practising 
common ownership  
 

A particular area or place 
considered together with 
its inhabitants  
 
A body of nations or 
states unified by common 
interests  

 
The people of a district 
or country considered 
collectively, especially 
in the context of social 
values and responsibilities; 
society

The condition of sharing 
or having certain attitudes 
and interests in common

A similarity or identity

Joint ownership or liability

Source  /  Oxford University Press

WHAT IS 
COMMUNITY?
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